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SERIES: Livre tissu
NEW

Mes animaux à 
attraper
My Animals To Catch

By Marion Billet

Rights Sold:

A touch-and-feel book to grab, with animal parts 
sticking out of the pages
An original and attractive touch-and-feel book, with animal parts 
sticking out of each page (tail or ears), to grab, touch, chew on, 
crumple, etc.

Perfect book for little hands and curious minds!

TODDLERS

Crinkle paper 
inside the animal 
partsMarion Billet

An elastic corkscrew 
tail

190 x 190 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€14,90
Age 0+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791027610419
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SERIES: Livre tissu
NEW

Mes premières 
saisons
First Seasons

By Delphine Chedru

Rights Sold:

A big format poetic touch-and-feel book for baby’s 
first year.
5 different textures to touch (satin, felt, fur, etc.), flaps to lift and a 
sound feature in this big format cloth book.

A poetic journey through baby’s first seasons: spring, summer, 
autumn, winter… before starting over again!

TODDLERS

Delphine Chedru’s 
colorful and poetic 
illustrations

Delphine Chedru

Lots of different 
textures

240 x 280 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€19,90
Age 0+
Pub date: November 2022
EAN: 9791027610709
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Livres à câliner - 
Doudou Souris
The Cuddling Book - The Mouse

By Lucie Brunellière 

230 x 300 mm
Cloth book with string and 
cardboard packaging (no 
plastic)
8 pp
€14.90
Age 0+
Pub date: 2022

Number of titles : 3

Rights Sold: 
Castillan, English (US)

A book for babies to cuddle in the shape of a plush 
toy, made out of super soft fabric.

Each page illustrates a scene between the comforter and baby… 
When the stuffed toy is tired and wants to sleep, it cuddles with 
baby. 

An “object” to keep by baby’s side all day and all night.

TODDLERS

The cuddly toy becomes a book, 
and the book becomes a cuddly 
toy

A sweet text, illustrated 
by Lucie Brunellière’s soft 
illustrations A huggable intro-

duction to books for 
babies with a relatable 

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Doudou Lapin
Doudou Renard

SERIES: Les livres à câliner
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Rights Sold: 

TODDLERS

A soft toy to shake, to awaken baby’s curiosity
Join a different Zozo in each book, each with its own personality 
trait. Little ones will love these funny situations from everyday life. 
Amusing and endearing, the Zozos will soon become baby’s best 
friend. 

Each title puts in scene in a humorous way a Zozo in his daily life. 
The zozos find themselves in funny situations which play on both 
the comedy of repetition and character.

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Zozo Dormeur
Sleepy Zozo

Illustrated by Bruno Douin

140 x 180 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€15.90
Age 0+ 
Pub date: 2022

Number of titles: 2

A generous format

SERIES: Mes livres Zozos

Zozo Glouton

5 different textures, 
including the cover
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Special edition for Tourbillon’s 
20th 

anniversary

SERIES: Blanc et noir
NEW

NEW

Mes rêves
Dreams

By Xavier Deneux

Rights Sold:

A special edition of Mes rêves, a poetic picture-word 
book by bestselling author Xavier Deneux
Following the success of Mes animaux, Xavier Deneux brings a 
fresh new look to this bestseller from the Black & White series. 
This book continues to dispense lovely visual surprises in store 
around the themes of light and darkness, now in a revamped edi-
tion! 
Young readers will discover different things when they look at the 
book in daylight or at night, under the bedcovers … then they’ll see 
the Moon appear, fireflies, stars, a window lit up in the night…

This special edition comes in a larger format, with a hardback 
cover and rough edges, as well as Xavier Deneux’ reworked illus-
trations and printing effects.

TODDLERS

A new and improved 
edition

A glow-in-the-
dark book

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took turn 
in 2000 when he 
illustrated his first 
picture book, «L’École du cirque». From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

205 x 210 mm
Hardcover
18 pp
€15,50
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9791027611065

Chinese (Complex)
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Grâce à toi
Un bébé 
comme toi

SERIES: Murmures à mon tout-petit

Number of titles: 3

NEW

Je te promets 
d’être là
I Promise To Be There For You

Illustrated by Marguerite 
Courtieu • By Marie-Laure 
Marshall

Rights Sold:

The newest instalment in this mindfulness series 
that celebrates the birth of a child
This book is a declaration of love to a new-born baby, as two par-
ents marvel at their child and rediscover the world around them.

This is a moving text about birth and growth. An ode to life, where 
surprise and wonder come together. A collection full of tenderness 
and promises.

TODDLERS

200 x 160 mm
Hard Cover
20 pp
€8,90
Age 0+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791036345487

Poetic and relatable text to 
revel in the strenght of this 
new bond between parent 
and child

Illustrations by Marguerite 
Courtieu, a well-known 
artist of religious books for 
little ones
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Al
so
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ble

Mes petites 
émotions
Bravo, petits 
doigts!
À toi de 
jouer!
Si tuétais...

C’est la 
petite bête 
qui...
Sur le pot!
Mon doudou 
caché
Le magicien, 
c’est toi

SERIES: Joue avec moi
NEW

Au dodo, sous les 
étoiles
Sleeping Stars

Illustrated by Marion 
Cocklico

Rights Sold:

It's time to go to bed! A book to fall asleep softly.
It's time to go to bed! The fish stop swimming, the baby penguins 
hug their daddy, the flamingos stretch out their long legs, let’s start 
counting sheeps... the night is here, everybody falls asleep.

With the repetition of the incipit, the child is being introduced a 
litany retracing all the steps to go to sleep through simple scenes 
in which he can identify himself.

This endearing title also serves as an introduction to math and 
counting with pompoms, showcased in lovely and poetic scenes.

TODDLERS

A sensory and playful 
reading

Illustrations full 
of joy and color

Marion Cocklico
Marion Cocklico is an illustrator of 
children's literature and a textile 
designer. Between pencils, crafts and 
collages, she has already illustrated 
several books for publishers such as: 
Auzou, Fleurus, Gallimard, Gründ, 
Tourbillon and now Milan!

180 x 200 mm, 9 spreads, 
cut-outs with three 
pompoms
Boardbook
20 pp
€12,90
Age 1+
Pub date: April 2023
EAN: 9782408034436

Dutch

More than 49,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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NEW

Au dodo, les 
doudous !
Sleeping Cuddly Toys

By Florence Langlois

Rights Sold:

An interactive story to get children ready for bed, 
while working on their fine motor skills
Leon the lion is tired, but his stuffed toys are wide awake! When he 
falls asleep, his 4 toys use his long mane as a play field.

On each double page, the reader is invited to take part in the story: 
catch the toys, jump from mountain to mountain, trace the mane’s 
curls with their finger… and kiss the toys when they’re ready to 
sleep.

TODDLERS

Interactive and 
playful content

Sweet and color-
ful illustrations

Florence Langlois

205 x 200 mm
Board book
20 pp
€12,90
Age 1+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9791027610860
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NEW

Les petits doigts 
contraires
The Opposite Fingers

By Claire Zucchelli-Romer

Rights Sold:

A stylish and fun game-book to discover opposites 
through rhythm and movement.
A book by Claire Zucchelli-Romer, a psychometrician, to help little 
ones take their first steps as they learn about opposites. In front/
behind, together/alone, little/big… On each double spread, simple 
and illustrated instructions invite the child to follow the die-cut 
lines with their fingers to become more familiar with the notion of 
opposites by means of touch.

An original book, with minimalist illustrations, to help children 
develop their fine motor skills and spatial awareness with just 
their fingertips!

TODDLERS

Petit doigt droit aussi  
sait faire le tour de la maison.  
Mais après, zou, il file dehors.

Chacun sa place !

Petit doigt gauche  
sait faire le tour de la maison.  

Et, hop, il s’installe dedans !

High-contrast 
and striking 
illustrations 
in service of 
simple instruc-
tions

Claire 
Zucchelli-
Romer
Even as a child, 
she cut out 
coloured paper, 
drew and created 
stories. She spent her childhood in a 
family of artists, where she sharpened 
her eye and stimulated her thrist for 
discovery. Later, she became a doctor.  
She creates CYRCREA with Y. Romer 
and starts to create cartoons and 
visual art objects. She is passionate 
about creating books: book-games, 
book-objects, pop-up sculpture 
books, book-poems. She believes 
in the power of books to help people 
discover the world.

A sturdy board book to 
encourage little ones’ 
fine motor skills

170 x 170 mm
Boardbook with hard cover 
26 pp
€13,90
Age 1+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408037505

More than 80,000 books sold by this author worldwide!
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ble

Croquette et 
Socquette
Chamiaou fait 
des bisous
Pipi dans 
l’eau !
Et mon caca ?
Promenons-
nous dans les 
bois

Bonjour, 
Croco ! 
Plouf, Croco !
Un bon 
gâteau ! 
Où est ma 
chaussette ?
Mon papa
Les p’tits 
noms

NEW

NEW

More than 40,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Storytime is a special moment in family life, shared 
between parents and their kids. 
The Beautiful Stories For Babies series is packed with a wide range 
of characters and stories, from action, to fairy tales, to everyday life,
that are sure to quench a child’s thirst or adventure and tenderness. 
These stories help children grow. For example, relatable stories 
help them understand their own experiences and process their 
emotions. Stories that embark the reader on a journey to the land 
of imagination!

Et une girafe !
And... A Giraffe!

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

155 x 155 mm
Board book
22 pp
€5.90
Age 1+
Pub date: 2019-2021

Number of titles: 11

TODDLERS

Beautifully illustrated 
showcasing different 
styles

Stories to help them 
process their own 
experience

SERIES: Les Belles Histoires des Bébés  

Rights Sold: 
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Remue-
ménage... dans 
la maison!

SERIES: Remue-ménage...
NEW

Remue-ménage... 
parmi les 
véhicules!
Shake Up With Vehicles

Illustrated by Tiago Americo

Rights Sold:

Have fun placing and moving the 30 vehicles, and 
make up stories!
A new series for little ones: 30 pieces of card to move around the 
double-pages, thanks to an exceptional format that holds the book 
flat once opened.

In this book, children can move different vehicles throughout 5 
decors: in the city, on a building site, at the sea, on the roads and 
fields.

TODDLERS

A fun discovery of 
different themes 
to help build 
vocabulary

Tiago Americo
With a degree in graphic design, Tiago 
began his career in Brazil working in 
the field of animation and has received 
numerous awards for his animated 
short films Cafè La Rochelle and The 
Chance and the Butterfly.
Since 2010, Tiago Americo is 
dedicated to children's illustration: he 
has published a dozen titles as author/
illustrator and more than 100 titles as 
illustrator, mainly in France, but also in 
England, Holland, United States and 
Brazil.

Two reading levels: 
educational or creative

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover, 30 cards
10 pp
€12,90 
Age 1+
Pub date: August 2022
EAN : 9791027610099
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Al
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 A
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ilable

Les trois petits 
cochons
Le Petit 
Chaperon 
Rouge

SERIES: Viens jouer avec...

Number of titles: 3

NEW

Viens jouer 
avec... blanche-
neige
Come play with... Snow 
White

By Hervé Éparvier • 
Illustrated by VARIOUS 
ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold:

A new series of interactive picture books for a fun 
discovery of classic fairy tales.
Classic fairytale are twisted in this brand new series inviting the 
readers to pay attention to what is going on on the page. 
This funny series draws on the knowledge of reknowned fairytales 
to get the kids working on their comprehension skills.

There are also 9 activities to complete without a pencil, such as a 
labyrinth, seek-and-find or visual discrimination, to help the fairy 
tale characters. An activity-led picture book where characters are 
at the same time familiar yet humourous and surprising!

TODDLERS

175 x 200 mm
Hardcover
28 pp
€8,90 
Age 2+
Pub date: 2022
EAN: 9791027609406

Catalan, Spanish (World)

An interactive and 
funny story by 
Hervé Éparvier

Funny and off-beat 
illustrations
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NEW

20 detachable pieces that can easily be removed!

Rights Sold: 

TODDLERS

A picture word book to discover familiar and funny 
animals based on touch and laughter 
Lift each flap to discover a funny little scene (with cheeky and 
endearing animal-characters) and discover a wacky or offbeat way 
of using an object. The book is made up of 20 detachable pieces to 
remove and replace, with a picture of the animal doing something 
funny under each one!

The pieces can then be inserted vertically on the last double-page 
to create a scene, placing the animals in context and developing 
the imagination.

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Les animaux 
familiers
Pets

Illustrated by Aki

260 x 200 mm
Hard Cover with removable 
parts
8 pp
€11.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date: August 2022
EAN: 9791027610402

Number of titles: 5

Learning vocabulary 
through touch and 
laughter

Funny little scene to 
discover under each 
piece 

SERIES: Mon imagier à rire

Les couleurs
Les animaux 
de la ferme
Les fruits et les 
légumes
Les véhicules
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NEW

Le Lion
The Lion

By Ilaria Falorsi•

Hard Cover
10 pp
€9.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date: 2021-2022

Number of titles: 8

Rights Sold: 

A collection of animal documentaries to touch for 
all nature-loving babies!

Tender and educational stories, to be read by four hands. A moment 
of sharing between the parent and the child, for a gentle introduc-
tion to reading!

Each stories is told in the voice of the baby animal as we see it 
evolve and grow, providing fun facts in the process!

With these books, reading becomes a motor activity, which takes 
part in the development of the child as for babies, the encounter 
with the book is first done through manipulation.

TODDLERS

Follow the evolution and 
growth of the animal with soft 
furs on the pages

SERIES: Mes animaux à toucher

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Le lapin
Le chat
La girafe
L’éléphante
Le chien
L’écureuil
L’abeille

CO
M

IN

G SOON
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
Traditional tales known and appreciated by chil-
dren
A collection of picture books in a handy format to collect them all. 

A wide variety of classic tales, adapted with poetry and rhythm. 
Soft and enchanting illustrations to transport the young reader to 
the wonderful land of tales.

Les lutins et le 
cordonnier
Elves and the cobbler

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

160 x 165 mm
Board book
24 pp
€4.50
Age 3+
Pub date: November 2022
EAN: 9782408037826

Number of titles: 4

TODDLERS

Easy to carry 
formatNew layout design

SERIES: Mes p’tits contes  

Rights Sold: 

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Roule, roule, 
bûchette
Renard et la 
pêche à la 
queue
La moufle

More than 300,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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SERIES: Cogito
NEW

Le cerveau
The Brain

By Xavier Deneux

Rights Sold:

What is going on in my head and inside my body? A 
book to understand how the brain works
Xavier Deneux explains in simple words what the brain is, what 
it is composed of, how it functions and controls the entire human 
body, like a conductor. Breathing, moving, eating, feeding... a book 
to understand how the brain controls the whole body.

This title deals with complex anatomical and scientific notions, 
validated by professionals. Drawing on the most recent scientific 
discoveries in neurosciences, Xavier Deneux cleverly breaks down 
intricate concepts to make them comprehensible for toddlers. His 
highly visual vocabulary is the perfect medium for kids to touch 
and see how the brain works. The brain is approached with sim-
plicity and clarity, to best accompany children in their discovery 
and know their own resources. 

TODDLERS

The images of Xavier 
Deneux, symbolic or 
abstract, bring sof-
tness and poetry, and 
facilitate the unders-
tanding of the text.

A rigorous scientific 
statement reviewed 
and validated by 
Nawal Abboub, PhD 
in cognitive neuros-
cience.

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took turn 
in 2000 when he 
illustrated his first 
picture book, «L’École du cirque». From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

Elements in hollow 
or in volume em-
phasize the concepts 
addressed.

145 x 180 mm
Board book with hardcover 
24 pp
€12,90
Age 3+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408033484

Italian, Dutch
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NEW

NEW

NEW

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Spanish, Turkish, Vietnamese

With Nino Dino, children 
have found a mirror hero 
for their emotions. They can 
easily identify themselves 
with daily life situations. 
Who better than a dinosaur 
to espress the all-powerfull 
aspirations of tiny tots! A 
hero who speaks  to children. 
Nino Dino has emotional 
reactions that mirror what 
they experienced: fear, 
scare, fighting, sadness, love, 
sheepish...
They will find themselves in 
this little Tyrannosaurus and 
love him all the more!

Number of titles: 13

NINO DINO 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Pas de bébé 
à la maison !
Non, pas 
l’école !
Pas ma faute
Tu veux des 
bisous ?
Beurk, de 
la soupe de 
fougères !
Oui, 
maîtresse !

T’es plus 
mon copain !
Peur de 
rien !
Même pas 
sommeil ! 
C’est à moi !
Ouille, ma 
dent bouge!
C’est mon 
anniversaire!

NE
W COLLECTION

Waaaargh,  un 
orage !
Waaaargh, c’est 
la nuit!

Partager ses jouets ?
Hum, il n’en a pas toujours envie !
Il lui arrive parfois de bouder,
Et même de se fâcher… C’est la vie ! 
Connais-tu le moins prêteur des dinosaures ? 
Voici Nino Dino, le petit tyrannosaure !

More than 54,000books sold in France! 

Short stories to (re)
discover Nino Dino, 
the endearing little 
dinosaur
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PICTURE BOOKS
Fall 2022
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NEW

Le monde des 
nombres
Number World

By Anne-Marie Labrecque 
• By Mélissa Coallier • 
Illustrated by Mathieu 
Dionne St-Arneault

Rights Sold:

A fun counting book to learn about numbers and 
quantities while having fun
"Four millipedes wearing ties growing potatoes”: the colorful illus-
trations and offbeat texts call on children’s imaginations and gen-
tly introduce them to the world of math. 

Each number, from 1 to 20, is represented in numerals, with fingers, 
with dice, and in script and cursive lower-case letters. Each number 
is also associated with a nursery rhyme and pictures to count.

A book to encourage early readers to observe, speak and listen. To 
be enjoyed by children as well as their parents and teachers.

PICTURE BOOKS

Created by two 
teachers, perfectly 
combines learning, 
fun and design

Anne-Marie Labrecque
She is from Quebec. She holds a 
doctorate in Education, specializing 
in written language learning, and 
is a teaching fellow at Sherbrooke 
University in Canada. Her academic 
articles and papers focus on early 
learning topics (reading, writing, etc.). 
She is co-founder of Barnabé, an 
educational publisher that combines 
learning with design.

Mélissa Coallier
Mélissa Coallier is an occupational 
therapist living in Quebec. Passionate 
about child development, she 
specializes in play-based learning 
methods.

Colorful illustrations by 
a stylish designer

200 x 255 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€11,90
Age 3+
Pub date: August 2022
EAN: 9791036345890

English (U.S)

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Le monde des 
lettres
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NEW

La guerre des 
petits pois n'aura 
pas lieu
The Peas War Will Not Take 
Place

By Édouard Manceau

Rights Sold:

A very wise picture book to learn how to deal with 
injustice, no matter how big or small
Max and Lulu are the kings of peas! They have just picked a big 
pile of them. Tomorrow, they will sell them at the market and, with 
the money they earn, go on a big trip. But the next day, the big 
bad Stan comes along and eats all the peas. With the help of their 
friend Caroline, Max and Lulu decide to teach Stan a lesson. On 
the way, they bump into Dominique, who has just broken his shell 
while climbing and looks in bad shape…. So, the three friends for-
get about revenge and help him instead. After all, the war with 
Stan can wait, helping out a friend is way more important.

This picture book by Edouard Manceau is a sweet and happy story, 
full of empathy, that will make kids laugh and think. 
The two budding gardeners have to put their desire for revenge to 
one side to find peace and joy.

PICTURE BOOKS

A sweet and funny 
story

Édouard 
Manceau

Édouard 
Manceau was 
born in 1969 
in Vendée. 
After travelling the world in 
the 1990s, he began to exhibit 
his work as a painter. Then he 
began to exhibit his work as 
a painter. Then he began to 
write stories for little ones and 
his first book was published 
in 1999. He has written more 
than one hundred children’s 
books, often translated abroad.

A lesson in wisdom 
by bestselling author 
Edouard Manceau

200 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€10,90
Age 3+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408032692
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NEW

Le très grand 
câlin
The Very Big Hug

By Manon Fargetton and 
Guillaume Bianco

Rights Sold:

A comforting picture book on the universal theme 
of hugs
Two children hug each other. Soon a third child joins them, then 
another, then two, five and ten more! The hug gets bigger and 
bigger, embraces everyone, until it becomes a big cuddle that flies 
away! How far will it go? To the next child who needs a hug… 
Could it be the reader of this book?

In this gentle picture book, Manon Fargetton shows the virtues of 
empathy and kindness, and that everyone has a right to cuddles.
A comforting story that echoes a universal need shared by young 
and old.

PICTURE BOOKS

Tender and humorous 
illustrations that clo-
sely reflect children’s 
expressions

A smooth and 
delicate writing 
style

267 x 207 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12,90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9782408037338
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NEW

Miss Trop
Miss Too Much

By Sibylle Delacroix

Rights Sold:

Sybille Delacroix’ new picture book about con-
sumer society
A beach vacation, pony riding, tons of birthday gifts… 
Miss Trop is spoilt. Gifts are great but some simple things, like a 
dog’s friendship, are worth all the treasure in the world.

A cheeky picture book that takes a look at our consumer society 
through a deliberately magnifying glass. Miss Trop illustrates how 
being submerged with stuff can never replace the joy of building 
strong, caring and loving relationships!

PICTURE BOOKS

Fun illustrations, 
full of detail

A beautiful work 
of color in two 
tones: black and 
red

Sibylle 
Delacroix
Born in 1974 in 
Brussels, she 
graduated from the 
École de recherche 
graphique de 
Bruxelles and has 
been working as an illustrator and 
graphic designer since 2000. She has 
illustrated classic tales for Duculot. She 
lives in Revel, Haute-Garonne.
Her books for children have been 
published by Bayard: Les p’tits noms, 
J’ai peur, Ronchonette Cocolle, 
Blanche hait la nuit, Graines de sable 
and the Cléo series.

230 x 243 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€11,90
Age 4+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791036343087
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NEW

Le secret de Soro
Soro’s Secret

By Charline Le Maguet

Rights Sold:

Why does Soro seem so sad lately? Musa, his friend, 
helps him share his dark secret.
Musa and Soro, two little shrews, are the best of friends.
But one day, Musa can tell that something is wrong with Soro. 
Little by little, Musa encourages Soro to share his dark secret with 
him. Then, they have to tell the adults so that Soro can move on.

A story about loyalty, friendship and abuse that focuses on adults’ 
responsibility towards children. 
The difficult topic of child abuse is explored with a great deal 
of sensitivity, to encourage children to speak up, highlighting the 
support system and allies they still have around them

PICTURE BOOKS

Minimalist and tender 
illustrations

An accompanying 
and sensitve text

Charline Le Maguet
Charline Le Maguet lives in Nantes, 
France. After studying management, 
she worked in companies and then 
in consulting firms to participate 
in computer projects. She started 
drawing at the age of 25 by scribbling 
landscapes in black ink on a travel 
notebook. In 2019, as she started 
drawing small animals, she imagined 
a story to protect children from sexual 
abuse and encourage them to come 
out of silence. Thus was born her first 
book: "Soro's Secret". The story of her 
second book is written and just waiting 
to be drawn.

180 x 255 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€12,90
Age 4+
Pub date: November 2022
EAN: 9791036343131
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NEW

Un cheveu dans 
la soupe
A Hair in the Soup

By Guillaume Bianco • 
Illustrated by Caroline Hüe

Rights Sold:

When everyday life turns into a great adventure… 
A picture book to make light of difficult mealtimes
Sam doesn’t like soup. No matter how hard she tries, she can’t eat 
a single spoonful… She’s staring down at her bowl, when suddenly 
something strange appears. What is it? A hair? Yuck! Sam grabs it 
and pulls and pulls, before realizing that the strand of hair belongs 
to… the ferocious ogre who lives at the bottom of her soup bowl! 
He leaps out and Sam runs away.

This picture book gives the imagination free reign and embarks 
the reader on a high-speed chase from the kitchen to the bottom 
of a soup bowl! Lots of tasty characters appear along the way, like 
her annoying little brother, a terrifying and almost bald ogre, and 
fish-vegetables living in the soup.

PICTURE BOOKS

A funny tone to 
tackle a theme that 
parents are familiar 
with

A well-paced and 
original storyGuillaume Bianco

Guillaume Bianco was born in 1976 in 
Toulon. After a baccalaureate in plastic 
arts, he published in 1998 his first 
album of gags, "Kegoyo & Klamédia". 
Since then, he has never stopped 
imagining and drawing stories: he 
wrote the scenarios for the comics 
"Ernest and Rebecca", the illustrations 
for "Zizi Chauve-Souris" (a comic book 
series written by Lewis Trondheim) and 
the adventures of Billy Brouillard.

Caroline Hüe
Caroline Hüe is 
a graduate of 
the École des 
arts décoratifs 
de Strasbourg, 
illustration section. 
She participated 
in the creation of textile designs for 
several years, before returning to her 
first love: illustration.
She now works in Lyon.

278 x 245 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12,90
Age 4+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9782408018221
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NEW

More than 870,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Héroïnes du 
monde entier 
Classiques
Afrique
Mythologie 
grecque

Contes du 
monde entier
La nature

Rights Sold: 
Romanian

Santa Claus, Christmas trees, elves, gifts, solidarity, 
generosity… All the ingredients for a compilation 
of Christmas tales
31 Christmas stories, including Santa Clause, elves, trees, gifts, 
lights, snowmen… and even a witch! Short, long, funny, sad, classic 
or original tales from around the world for all tastes and ages.

Using the thematic index, children and parents can choose the 
tale they want to read according to the child’s age, the characters, 
where the story takes place or the reading time. Stories to suit 
everyone.

Contes de Noël
Christmas Tales

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

190 x 255 mm
Hard Cover - 
216 pp
€14.50
Age 4+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9782408039103

Number of titles: 7

PICTURE BOOK

Illustrations that convey 
the magic of Christmas The child will dream, be 

frightened and have fun 
through more than 30 tales

SERIES: Mille ans de contes  
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NEW

Comme un arbre
As a Tree 

By Rémi Courgeon

Rights Sold:

A poetic and modern picture book about our need 
to get closer to nature
Linette has a school assignment: to write about her spirit ani-
mal. But she can’t think of anything to write about. Linette would 
rather be a tree. She identifies more with trees, especially lindens. 
The parallels between the girl and trees run throughout the story. 
Whether physically or in her way of being, Linette feels like a tree. 
And although she can’t be the animal her teacher wants her to be, 
she can be the tree that brings all the student-animals in class 
together.

A beautiful picture book that highlights the human need to be 
close to nature. A female character who ignores the rules to share 
her own vision of the world around her.

PICTURE BOOKS

A modern text 
with lots of meta-
phors

Rémi Courgeon
Rémi Courgeon 
was born in 
Choisy-Le-Roi, in 
the Val-de-Marine 
region. After 
graduating from 
the Ecole Estienne, 
he began working in advertising 
and created  cartoon reports for 
magazines and NGOs. He is also 
a painter, and his work is regularly 
exhibited in France and abroad. He 
has written and illustrated numerous 
picture books. He was awarded the 
"Prix Chrétien de Troyes" in 2013 
and the "Best Illustrated Children's 
Book Award" in 2017 for "Brindille", 
a book recommended by the French 
Department of Education.

Allegorical illustra-
tions where trees are 
omnipresent

240 x 320 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€16,90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9782408038847
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More than 250,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Les véhicules
Mes chantiers
Les pirates
Les chevaliers 
et châteaux 
forts

Les 
dinosaures
Les maisons 
du monde
L’océan
Les animaux 
du monde

A fun and interactive first discoveries book about 
sports

Swimming, dancing, climbing, yoga, judo, fencing, roller skating, ski-
ing, horse riding… Children can have fun putting the little sports 
people in the right place or inventing their own stories!

The book can either be educational (placing the magnets in 
specific places) or develop the imagination (creating stories with 
magnets).  

Mes sports 
magnétiques
Magnetic Sports

By Ilaria Falorsi

238 x 317 mm
Hard cover with magnetic 
parts 
12 pp
€18.50
Age 3+
Pub date: November 2022
EAN: 9791027610808

Number of titles: 9

NON FICTION

Pack up play pieces in the 
built-in storage pocket

Magnets to 
move 

SERIES: Livres magnétiques

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Complex), Chinese 
(Simplified),Dutch, English 
(World), Italian, Japanese, 
Norwegian
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NEW

Rights Sold: 
Castillan, Catalan, Chinese 
(Simplified), Danish, English 
(World), Korean, Japanese

NON FICTION

A round-the-world trip to discover 10 major cities 
in volume
Discover the world and explore 10 major cities on different conti-
nents.

Rio de Janeiro, New York, Istanbul, Moscow, Cape Town, Paris, 
Shanghai, London, Rome, Sydney… each city is presented on a 
double-page spread in volume, with a descriptive text.
An interactive book, based on the principle of Kirigami, to admire 
the cities’ beauty.

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Le tour du 
monde des 
grandes villes
Big Cities World Tour

By Sandra de la Prada

245 x 185 mm -
Hard Cover with Pop-ups
20 pp 
€15.50
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2022

Number of titles: 7

Learn the words you 
need to talk about 
the world around

Beautiful 
pop-ups!

SERIES: En relief

Les 12 mois de 
mon année
Les animaux 
atour du 
monde
Les dinosaures
Les merveilles 
de la nature
L’espace
Les véhicules 
et engins
La mythologie 
grecque

More than 235,000 copies sold in the series in France!
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NEW

More than 100,000 copies sold in the series in France!

Rights Sold: 
Japanese, Spanish (World), 
Catalan, Dutch, Chinese 
(Simplified), Basque

NON FICTION

A book to awaken to the beauty and richness of our 
world and learn to take care of it.

Plants or animals, from the tiny to the giant, from dinosaurs -and 
even before- to now...
Who are the living beings and how do they live?

Flaps, pull tabs, folders, wheels, combs... Over 30 animations to dis-
cover and understand life! A sensitive and playful exploration for a 
first approach of living beings and how they work, all served by an 
extremely successful format.

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Le grand livre 
animé du vivant
My Animated Book of Living 

By Pascale Hédelin • 
Illustrated by Didier 
Balicevic

260 x 260 mm
Hard cover with Pop-ups
38 pp
€22.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: October 2023
EAN : 9782408040376

Simple non-fiction 
information written 
at a child’s level Rich and colorful 

drawings

SERIES: Le grand livre animé

Le grand livre 
animé du corps 
humain
Le grand livre 
animé de la 
Terre et du ciel
Le grand livre 
animé des 
sciences

Pascale Hédelin
Pascale Hédelin is French and 
lives near Toulouse. She previously 
worked for cinema and television as 
an assitant director and scriptwriter. 
Then she devoted herself to writing 
for young people. For more than 20 
years, she has been writing stories and 
documentaries for children of all ages, 
for the press and publishing.

Didier Balicevic
Didier Balicevic was born in 1974 in 
Arras. He studied at the Arts Décoratifs 
of Strasbourg. After having traveled 
a lot (2 years spent in England and 
Scotland), he finally settled in Paris 
where we works regularly for the youth 
press (Bayard, Milan). 
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NEW

Over 300,000 copies sold in the series worldwide!

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Animaux de 
la jungle
Le livre animé 
des super-
pouvoirs des 
animaux
Pharaons
Animaux du 
froid
Hommes et 
préhistoire

Chevaliers
Trains
Spationaute
Pompiers
Paris
Volcans
Permaculture
Petites bêtes
Voitures

An interactive book to discover the fascinating 
world of pirates!

18 participative features, including a large pop-up, for an interac-
tive discovery: look inside the boat, attack a galleon, fix a torn sail, 
open the chests to admire the treasure… 

Flaps, pull-tabs, and many other moveable parts appeal to children 
and provide an exciting inside look at various subjects and in the 
case of this newest instalment: the ever-loving subject of Pirates!.

Pirates 
By Anne Blanchard • 
Illustrated by Jean-Sébastien 
Deheeger

185 x 270 mm
Hardcover 
12 pp
€12.90
Age 4+
Pub date: November 2022
EAN: 9791027610716

Number of titles: 16

NON FICTION

Informative and 
interactive 

Moveable parts 
on every spread

SERIES: Anim’Passion

Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Czech, English (World), German, 
Korean, Slovak
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NEW

More than 1.3 millioncopies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Les bâteaux
La musique
Les animaux
3000 mots 
sur les 
animaux 
Tous les 
mots de tous 
les jours
L’atlas du 
monde
Les avions
La Bretagne
Les camions
Le chantier
Les 
chevaliers 
Le ciel et 
l’espace
Le cirque
Le corps 

humain
La Corse
La cuisine
La danse
Les 
dinosaures
La 
maternelle
La ferme et 
ses animaux
Le football
France
Ma vie de 
tous les 
jours
La mer
Les métiers
La montagne
La nature
La 
Normandie

A book full of information about forests, the 
creatures that live in them and the dangers that 
threaten them
A non-fiction nature book about the wonders of plants and trees.
The four chapters present different tree species, the animals they 
are home to, the relationship between trees and human activity 
(paper making, deforestation, preservation of ecosystems, etc.), and 
finally the different forests around the world, from the Amazon 
rainforest to the taiga. 

Alternating between full page and spot illustrations, children will 
learn everything there is to know about trees.

La forêt
Forest

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

200 x 240 mm
Hardcover 
96 pp
€11.90
Age 4+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408024598

Number of titles: 41

NON FICTION

An educational
approach which help 
builds vocabularyContemporary 

illustrations

SERIES: Mes années pourquoi

Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Dutch, Finnish, Hungarian, 
Italian, Korean, Polish, 
Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, 
Spanish (Mexico), Swedish

Paris
Les petites 
bêtes
Les pirates
Les pompiers
Les véhicules
Poneys et 
chevaux
Les enfants
Les maisons
La préhistoire
La Provence
Les saisons
La savane et 
ses animaux
La Terre
Les animaux 
de compagnie
Les trains
Les familles

NEW
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NEW

Quand je serai 
grand… les 
métiers de mes 
rêves
When I grow up... my dream 

jobs

Illustrated by Owen Davey

Rights Sold:

Adults life, with all it's possibilities, presented to 
children's imagination.
Professional soccer player, juggler, samurai, mechanic, surfer, 
butcher, hairdresser, conductor, diver, gardener… 44 real or imagi-
nary jobs embodied by colorful characters brought to life by Owen 
Davey. Each job is presented on a double page spread with stun-
ning graphic artwork.

On the left, illustrations of the clothes, accessories, tools or utensils 
associated with each job, along with a short descriptive text. Each 
picture is labelled so that children can expand their vocabulary.
On the right, a character doing the job, often in action, so that 
readers can identify. This large illustration also includes the differ-
ent items labelled on the left page, so that kids can look for and 
name them one by one.

This is a new edition for a succesful title introducing text and a 
small description to this show-stopper jobs-picture-word book.

NON FICTION

More than 40 characters 
to discover and identify, , 
boys and girls alike!

Poetic, striking 
illustrations by 
Owen Davey.

Owen Davey
Owen Davey is an award-winning 
young British illustrator. He works 
for advertising, traditional and digital 
publishing.

A beatiful, elegant 
book; top quality 
production.

180 x 245 mm
Hardcover
96 pp
€14,90
Age 4+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408035884

Dutch, English (World)
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 SERIES: Les questions des petits

Juliette Baily
Juliette Bailly lives in Berlin. She is an 
illustrator and animator.

NEW

Les questions 
des petits pour 
faire la paix
Questions From The Little 
Ones To Make Peace

By Marie Aubinais • 
Illustrated by Claire Perret 
and Juliette Baily

Rights Sold:

A selection of traditional tales about peace
Stories from around the world, with different traditions, to answer 
children’s questions.
Each tale begins and ends with a short comic strip, that ties the 
story to the child’s everyday life and serves as a conversation 
starter.

A book about an important theme, peace, to help parents and chil-
dren better understand how to live peacefully with others.

NON FICTION

Vocabulary suited to 
children

A selection of 
reworked tales by 
Marie Aubinais

Marie Aubinais
Marie Aubinais is a editor of Pomme 
d'Api magazine. She has been writing 
the stories of Petit Ours Brun every 
month for more than 20 years. She 
was also editor-in-chief of the magazine 
Mille et une histoires (Fleurus). Today 
she devotes herself to writing and 
works for various publishers.

Claire Perret
Claire Perret lives in Strasbourg. Her 
illustrations are young and modern, in a 
comic style.

180 x 180 mm
Hardcover
112 pp
€14,90
Age 4+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791036341311

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

La Mort
Les Émotions
Sur Dieu
Les Grandes 
Questions Du 
Petit Garçon
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NEW

NEW

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Thésée et le 
minotaure
Les 12 
travaux 
d’Héraclès
Persée et 
Meduse
Les dieux et 
déesses de 
l’Olympe 
Le mythe 

d’Oedipe
Jason et la 
toison d’or
Perceval et 
la quête du 
Graal

Rights Sold: 
Spanish (Latin America)

Myths and tales from around the world for kids 
aged 4 and up!
This series is an introduction to famous myths and legends for 
little ones. The short and richly illustrated stories explore themes 
that are rarely touched on for this age group.

Find out why these myths and tales are so famous and discover 
the works of art they inspired.

Arthur et Merlin 
l’Enchanteur
Arthur and the Magician Merlin

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

190 x 190 mm
Hard cover
32 pp
€7.60
Age 4+
Pub date: 2021 - 2022
EAN: 9782408038519

Number of titles: 10

NON FICTION

Highly illustrated myths 
by the talented Jess 
Pauwels

Include a genealogical tree 
that shows how the different 
characters are related at the 
beginnning

SERIES: Mes p’tits mythes  
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Mon premier 
tour de France
Tous les Noëls 
du monde
Mon premier 
tour du monde

SERIES: L’atlas des curieux

Number of titles: 4

NEW

Mon atlas des 
arbres
Tree Atlas

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

A nature journey around the world, flying over 
forest canopies
From Louisiana’s bayou forests to Amerindian birchbark wigwams, 
the Andes’ “Polylepis” to the Amazon rainforest, the Momiji national 
holiday in Japan, to the incredible durian tree… 
An informative journey around the world to discover trees on every 
continent.

This atlas is made up of spot illustrations, simplified easy-to-read 
but realistic maps, and large illustrations that embark kids on a 
journey around the world, providing a rich and global overview of 
trees.

NON FICTION

A fun and creative 
way to explore 
each continent’s 
landscapes, flora 
and fauna, history 
and culture

Rich and detailed 
images in the form of 
spot illustrations or 
large maps

275 x 280 mm
Hardcover
60 pp
€18,00
Age 5+
Pub date: October 2023
EAN: 9782408032111
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Savane
Les petites 
bêtes

SERIES: Secrets
NEW

Au creux des 
arbres
Trees Hollow

By Emmanuelle Figueras • 
Illustrated by Sylvie Bessard

Rights Sold:

A fun discovery of a tree's life cycle and the four 
seasons in an original nature book with laser die-
cuts
What happens underground, beneath the trees? How do trees ger-
minate? Where do they get their nutrients from? What dangers 
threaten them?
Discover a tree’s life cycle in a different light, through fine laser 
die-cuts that reveal the hidden world of trees, showing their trans-
formation over the seasons and the animals they are home to and 
feed.  

A very complete book about trees throughout the seasons, which 
stands out for its narrative text told by an endearing door mouse.
Turn the page and discover the secret life of trees…

NON FICTION

A lively and 
accessible 
narrative non-
fiction book

Emmanuelle 
Figueras
Emmanuelle 
Figueras was born 
in French Guiana 
During her law 
studies in Paris, 
she discovered 
a passion for writing, popularizing 
science and the animal world. Then 
she went to investigate the gorillas 
of Rwanda, did an internship in 
primatology and written press before 
becoming a journalist. Today, she is 
a journalist and columnist for various 
magazines, and author of many 
children's books published by various 
publishers (Milan, Hachette, Fleurus, 
Mango, Saltimbanque, Bayard).

Sylvie Bessard
Sylvie Bessard 
(Nancy) has 
illustrated many 
titles for Milan, 
among which the 
magnificent pop-up 
"Paris, animated journey in the heart 
of the City of Light", "Bestioles", "Mes 
transports à toucher", "Les Trois Petits 
Cochons", and several "Mes années 
pourquoi"

Accurate and beautiful 
illustrations

260 x 280 mm
Hardcover 
32 pp
€18,00
Age 6+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408024048
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SERIES: Mon encyclo

Sébastien Iglesias

NEW

Tout sur les 
dinosaures
All About Dinosaurs

By Bertrand Fichou • 
Illustrated by Mathieu de 
Muizon and Sébastien 
Iglesias

Rights Sold:

A gift book to discover dinosaurs like never before
Discover the six main types of dinosaurs, according to their physi-
cal form, in this interactive encyclopedia. The book includes a wide 
range of content: general knowledge, fun anecdotes about dino-
saur discoveries and fact sheets about more than thirty dinosaurs.

The 6 chapters cover large carnivores, sauropods, armored dino-
saurs, duck-billed dinosaurs, feathered dinosaurs and marine and 
flying reptiles.

NON FICTION

6 fold-out posters 
and flaps

A mix of factual and 
funny illustrations

Bertrand 
Fichou
Bertrand Fichou 
is editor-in-chief 
of the magazines 
"Youpi" and 
"Images doc" of the 
Bayard group. He 
is the author of many fictional stories 
in Bayard magazines (j'aime Lire, Les 
Belles Histoires, Pomme d'Api...) and of 
numerous books published by Bayard 
Editions. Her books are regularly 
adapted abroad.

Mathieu de Muizon
Mathieu de Muizon grew up in Biarritz. 
He quickly embarked on his artistic 
studies: after passing through the 
Ateliers de Sèvres, he studied at St 
Martins in London where he obtained 
a Bachelor of Fine Arts. He then took 
courses at the School of Visual Arts in 
New York and began a career as an 
illustrator. Since then, he has worked 
for publishing houses, press and major 
brands (Hermès, Pommery...)...

224 x 273 mm
Hardcover
16 pp
€15,90
Age 6+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9791036343346
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Magali Attiogbé

NEW

Que d'émotions !
So Many Emotions!

By Agatha Liévin-Bazin 
• By Charlotte Duranton 
• Illustrated by Magali 
Attiogbé

Rights Sold:

A big interactive book to learn how to identify and 
understand different animals' emotions.
Joy, anger, surprise, sadness and even empathy… Animals can feel 
all these things too! But they don’t always express these emotions 
the way you would expect.

This book shows children that most animals, whether vertebrates 
or mollusks, have feelings! Six simple emotions (joy, sadness, anger, 
surprise, disgust and fear) are set in parallel with human emo-
tions so that children can better understand how different animals 
express them.

More than a dozen flaps to lift up, to compare and discover more 
(with some surprises). 
At the end of the book, children can test their knowledge and 
guess which emotions the animals are feeling.

NON FICTION

More than a dozen 
flaps to lift up, to 
compare, discover, 
etc.

An informative 
text written by 
two doctors in 
ethologyAgatha Liévin-Bazin

Agatha Liévin-Bazin has a doctorate in 
ethology and specializes in the study of 
social behavior and empathy in birds. 
Today, as a scientific popularizer, she 
talks about animals to a large number 
of people in different formats: illustrated 
blog, radio, conferences, books...

Charlotte Duranton
Dr. Charlotte Duranton has a degrees 
in anthropology, psychology, ethology, 
and literature in the study of dog-
human relationships.

230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€17,90
Age 6+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9782408028817

Accurate and engaging 
illustrations showca-
sing a wide range of 
emotions!



Romain Gallissot
School teacher, digital mediator, comic 
book specialist and youth author, 
Romain Gallissot has been exploring 
the sphere of childhood, adolescence 
and the field of artistic and cultural 
education for many years.

Océane Meklemberg
Graduated of the École Supérieure 
d’Art et de Design d’Amiens, she puts 
her sparkling and colorful line at the 
service of numerous publishing houses 
and youth and adult presses. Her work 
can be seen in the press, publishing 
and communication (Bayard, Eyrolles, 
Hachette, Laboratoire Boiron, Le 
Chêne, Milan, Père-Castor-Flammarion, 
La joie de Lire etc. ).
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NEW

More than 160,000copies sold in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila

ble

Pour 
parler des 
migrants
Pour parler 
de toutes 
les familles
Des gestes 
qui sauvent
Pour 
apprendre à 
dire non !
Pour bien 
vivre 
ensemble
Pour dire 
NON à la 
violence
Pour dire 
STOP au 
harcèle-
ment
à l’école

Pour parler 
des sans-
abris
Pour dire 
non aux 
abus 
sexuels
Pour parler 
de l’amour 
et des 
amoureux
Parents, 
frères et 
soeurs, 
famille, 
mode 
d’emploi
De la rue 
sans danger
Pour mieux 
comprendre 
le handicap

A little book to learn more about screens 
and how to use them smartly
Screens (TV, computers, smartphones, etc.) influence the way chil-
dren learn, think and behave. This book provides the tools to use 
them smartly and to manage screen time, with lots of advice.

Several topics are explored: the dangers of screen addiction, 
online bullying, fake news on the Internet, privacy protection and 
the impact of screens on the planet.
 Le petit livre 

pour bien vivre 
avec les écrans
The Little Book For Living With 
Screens

By Romain Gallissot • 
Illustrated by Océane 
Meklemberg

165 x 210 mm
Hard cover 
40 pp
€9.90
Age 7+
Pub date: August 2022
EAN: 9791036343353

NON FICTION

Explanations about every 
situations 

An easy approach to 
sensible subjetcs 

SERIES: Le petit livre

Rights Sold: 
Castillan, Chinese (Simplified), 
Spanish (Latin America), Polish

Serge hefez • stéphanie duval • ISABELLE MAROGER
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Le petit livre
pour parler de toutes

les familles
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NEW

Les animaux 
artistes
Animal Artists

By Séraphine Menu • 
Illustrated by Daniel 
Diosdado

Rights Sold:

A non-fiction book to discover the creative and 
artistic power of animals
A complete book to observe animals’ skills and talents and look at 
them in a different light. 

If animals can feel emotions like humans, then maybe they have 
other abilities, like creating art? Dancing birds of paradise, weaving 
caddisflies, puffer sculptures… animals are real artists!
Each double page spread presents an animal creation that humans 
can interpret as a work of art and shows us what they are capable 
of!

NON FICTION

Beautiful illustra-
tions to change 
our vision of 
living things

Easy-to-understand 
text

235 x 300 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€14,90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9782408025250
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SERIES: Les grandes énigmes de l'Histoire
NEW

Les grandes 
énigmes de 
l'Histoire - 
Civilisations
World’s greatest mysteries

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
VARIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold:

A compilation of three fascinating historical stories 
to learn about the world’s greatest unsolved mys-
teries
This large format gift book showcases Egyptology, with a 
compilation of three of history’s great puzzles. The three stories 
are based on the following mysteries:

- The curse of Tutankhamun: a young journalist takes part in How-
ard Carter’s excavations which lead to the discovery of the most 
famous Egyptian tombs. Mysterious disappearances follow this 
discovery… 

- The Inca treasure: for centuries, adventurers, researchers and 
archaeologists have been trying to find the treasure of Atahualpa, 
the most famous Inca emperor. Meanwhile, Miguel sets off into the 
jungle in search of a clue that could lead to this treasure…

- The Easter Island mysteries: in 1924, Pierre Loti, an adventurer’s 
grandson, discovers Easter Island. There are huge stone statues on 
the hills, called Moai. But what are they really…?

NON FICTION

A beautiful gift book with 
gold and glossy elements 
on the cover

An original approach 
that combines two 
strong themes: history 
and mysteries.

166 x 210 mm
Hardcover
240 pp
€13,90
Age 10+
Pub date: October 2022
EAN: 9791036344121

Chinese (Simplified)
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ACTIVITIES
Fall 2022
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NEW

NEW

More than 39,000boxes sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Match
Tous en 
classe ! 
Memozz - 
Savane !
Qui Que 
Quiz - 
Animaux
7 missions 
- Vive le 
cirque !
7 missions 
- En avant 
chevalier !
7 missions 
- SOS 

Pompiers
Christmas 
baba et 
pinata 
Qui Que 
Quiz - France
Qui Que 
Quiz - Géant
7 missions 
- Gestes 
écolos
La bataille 
de l’Olympe

A complete game of 150 cards to learn more about 
dinosaurs!
A box to take everywhere to learn about dinosaurs and test your 
knowledge, while having fun!

The questions are divided into 4 categories: dinosaur body parts, 
what they eat, family life and the study of dinosaurs.
Children can test their knowledge in each category with 3 kinds of 
questions: open questions (“Did dinosaurs have skeletons?”), illus-
trated questions (guess the dinosaur in the picture) and multiple 
choice. Each card is richly illustrated with a picture of the dinosaur 
in question!

Qui Que Quiz - 
Dinosaures
Who What Quizz - Dinosaurs

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

130 x 64 mm
Game box with 150 cards
€9.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: November 2022 
EAN: 9782408039738

Number of titles: 10

ACTIVITIES

200 questions and 
answers to test your 
knowledge

An easy-to-carry 
box

SERIES: P’tits jeux docs  

Rights Sold: 
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NEW

Mes grands-
parents et moi
My Grandparents and I

Illustrated by Olivier Latyk • 
By Marine Gérald

Rights Sold:

A big activity book to complete and keep, to 
strengthen the bond between children and grand-
parents
A fun and original book, including questions, drawings, checklists, 
sentences to complete, secrets to share, etc., to develop the bond 
between a child and their grandparents.

Vacations, school, family, hobbies… This book encourages both kids 
and grandparents to talk and tell each other little secrets. The per-
fect opportunity to say, "I love you", and discover how different yet 
similar their childhoods are.

ACTIVITIES

A huge variety of 
themes explored

Olivier Latyk
Olivier Latyk has illustrated a large 
number of books for young people 
in France and abroad, and designed 
games and toys (for POPPIK or Djeco). 
His albums and non-fiction books 
have been published by Tourbillon (Le 
grand livre de la mtyhologie grecque), 
Gallimard, Nathan, Père Castor 
Flammarion and Bayard... He also 
works for major American newspapers, 
such as the "New York Times".

Marine Gérald
Marine Gérald is a journalist for the 
youth press and author for Bayard 
Presse and Flammarion. She lives in 
the Tours area.

Created by Olivier 
Latyk, a popular child-
ren’s book illustrator

Softcover
72 pp
€11,90
Age 7+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791036345821
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RELIGION
Fall 2022
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SERIES: Les grandes questions 
NEW

Être juif, 
chrétien, 
musulman, ça 
veut dire quoi ?
What does it mean to be 
Jewish, Christian or Muslim?

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

A well-documented book to learn about Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam.
Accessible texts and the personal testimonies of believers with 
illustrations that make it easy to understand the rites, feasts and 
symbols of these three great religions.

Each of the three parts is made up of thematic double-page 
spreads, answering questions such as: What is a bar-mitzvah for 
Jews and Eid for Muslims? How do Muslims pray? What is the 
Bible? What do you do during mass? Etc. 

RELIGION

A text illustrated 
with precise 
and informative 
images

Testimonies of belie-
vers discussing their 
religion

190 x 250 mm
Hard cover
78 pp
€16,90
Age 7+
Pub date: September 2022
EAN: 9791036352607
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Annie Li
Africa, Arabic (World), China, Israël, 
Japan, Taiwan, Turkey
annie.li@groupebayard.com 

Marine d’Abzac
Dutch (World), Eastern Europe, 
English (World), Canada, Russia
marine.d-abzac@groupebayard.com

Noémie Gressier
Cambodia, Denmark, Finland, 
Germany, India (non-English 
speaking), Norway, South Korea,  
Sweden, Thailand, Vietnam
noemie.gressier@groupebayard.com

Sarah Pillon (Priscilla Reby)
Greece, Italy, Latin America, Portugal, 
Spain
sarah.pillon@groupebayard.com

Émilie Coulette
Rights Director (Print & Digital)
emilie.coulette@groupebayard.com

Stéphanie Simonin
Rights Director (Audiovisual & Audio)
stephanie.simonin@groupebayard.
com

Bayard Foreign Rights Contacts

www.bayard-rights.com


